“Have nothing in your houses that you do not know to be useful or believe to be beautiful.”

William Morris, father of the Arts and Crafts movement

Lynden Door, Inc.
2877 Main Street
P.O. BOX 528
Lynden, WA 98264

Phone: 800.631.DOOR (3667) 360.354.5676
Fax: 360.354.3738

www.lyndendoor.com
info@lyndendoor.com

Printed door colors shown in this brochure may vary from actual doors. To assure color accuracy, please request a material sample.

Lynden Door wood products are highly durable and perform a useful service over a long life cycle. Paper products also reach the recycle portion of their loop sooner. For this reason, we have been particularly stingy with wood fiber for our printed materials. This booklet is printed on FSC-certified paper by a certified printer, using vegetable ink. We use the lightest weight paper possible. Literature packaging is held to a minimum. Individually mailed literature is sent in strong, re-sealable envelopes. All Lynden Door product literature is available online in PDF form at www.lyndendoor.com. We encourage you to pass this booklet to others who may find it useful.
Since 1978, our business has been doors. Ownership and staff continue this legacy of consistency and the culture of quality found at Lynden Door. Product quality is driven by the hands-on approach of senior management, technological innovation, and rigorous engineering values—often exceeding industry standards.

Lynden Door partners with members of the design and construction community committed to high standards of integrity, responsiveness and professionalism. Our distributors share our passion for service.

Building on Quality
Lynden Door adds value in many ways, including:

- Custom factory machining
- Factory finish
- Wider top and bottom rails to allow trimming onsite
- Pre-graded door faces to reduce defects to the absolute minimum
- An extensive, blended product portfolio that includes architectural, commercial and standard residential doors
- Industry-leading green building and environmental health choices plus, our Lynden, WA facility is Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) and Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI) Chain of Custody certified
- Engineered to deliver peak performance and structural integrity at a competitive price—Lynden Door’s consistent high value is an industry standard
- Unique products and features developed through a profound focus on design

Rediscover Doors
Let Lynden Door be your guide to rediscovering interior doors as a design element. Our appetite for innovation and design excellence, our environmentally intelligent choices and surprising affordability will ensure that interior doors play a central role in your design aesthetic.

900.631.DOOR (3667)  www.lyndendoor.com

“Doors inform and infuse the interior design aesthetic.”

A door’s important role in function influences interior form. Doors and architectural trim set tone and mood. Lynden Door has been leading door design since 1978—trusted by experienced professionals with your interior design. Rediscover doors and invigorate your design.

Lynden Door produces a variety of residential interior doors:

1 Veneer
Our veneer doors are built with the warmth and enduring quality of real wood.

2 StileLine™ and the Rediscovery Collection
Borrowing from the traditional furniture craft of wood inlays, sketchton veneer offers a unique appearance. The warmth of wood is accentuated in a product that can deliver an exciting, modern look, with parallel, diagonal or opposing grain orientation. Create custom designs with a combination of veneer species on one monolithic face.

3 Factory Finished Hardboard
A great price and a clean look, Lynden Door offers several remarkable faux wood finishes.

4 Molded High Density Fiberboard
These stable and beautifully detailed molded doors add architectural sophistication to traditional and classical spaces.

All Lynden Door Residential products (SD Series) are available with either a hollow or solid core and carry a one-year limited warranty. Select doors (solid core, 1-3/4” thick) may be ordered with a 5-year rating. Doors are also available for more demanding applications. Commercial (CD Series) comes with a 5-year limited warranty, and Architectural (LD Series) has a lifetime limited warranty. Ask your Lynden Door representative about door edge options; specialized choices for your building, applied moldings, glazed units, factory finishing and custom machining. See www.lyndendoor.com for more information and photos.
Lynden Door’s wood veneer doors provide the beauty and warmth of natural wood. All doors are available with hollow or solid core construction and matching bifolds. 1 3/8” and 1 3/4” thick. All Lynden Door veneers are pre-graded before fabrication to ensure flaw-free surfaces. Lynden Door distributors can provide matching frames, hinges and casing for a completely integrated look. Contact your Lynden Door representative for information on fire rated doors.

StileLine™

StileLine™ lets you design a flush or panel door that offers a unique, attractive appearance with the stability and durability of flush wood door construction. Flush or panel doors (1, 2, 3, 4 or 5-panel). Maple, Sapele and factory primed hardboard are available and may (optionally) be combined on one door. 1 3/8” or 1 3/4”. Hollow core (flush only) or solid. Solid core, 1 3/4” flush doors may carry up to a 90 minute fire rating. A 20 minute rating is available for 1 3/4” panel doors up to 3’ X 7’ in size. Ask about our many custom variations.

1. Flush Sapele
2. Flush Sapele/Maple
3. Recessed Flat Panel/Sapele
4. Flush Maple

1. Composition Maple/Sapele
2. Tableau Horizontal Walnut
3. Grey Tree Reconstituted Veneer
4. Rhythmus Jatoba

The Rediscovery Collection

The Rediscovery Collection, from the world of Architectural doors, provides a contemporary look and unique design. The standard offering pairs design forward doors and popular pricing. Full custom doors are available to suit your specific needs. Lynden Door distributors can work with you to supply matching frames and casing and the perfect hardware. Contact your Lynden Door representative for the full list of options available to you within the Rediscovery Collection.

“Doors in a Modernist State of Mind”
Factory Finished Hardboard

Hardboard doors offer great value at an affordable price. Durable and stable, Lynden Door Factory Finished Hardboard doors arrive ready to install with a professionally applied, uniform finish that will keep them attractive and easy to maintain. Lynden Door distributors can provide matching frames, hinges and casings for a completely integrated look.

A variety of finishes are available, covering the spectrum from light to dark. Available in smooth and traditional embossed hardboard. Unfinished and prime coated are also available (not shown).

All doors are available with hollow or solid core construction and matching bahls. 1 3/8” and 1 3/4” thick. Contact your Lynden Door representative for information on fire rated doors.
Lynden Door’s Molded High Density Fiberboard doors are available with hollow or solid core construction and matching bifolds (some limitations apply—consult the fold-out Sizing Chart). 1 3/8” and 1 3/4” thick. All Lynden Door molded panels are factory primed, pre-graded and acclimated before fabrication to produce top-quality, stable surfaces. Molded door panels offer an ideal substrate for finish painting.

Contact your Lynden Door representative for information on fire rated molded panel doors.

* Contact your Lynden Door representative for current size, core and bifold availability

Molded doors have become a major force in the residential and light commercial built environment. Why?

Design Forward
Molded panel designs add style, elegance and decorating consistency to your projects. Rediscover interior doors as an integral part of interior design.

Stable Performance
No cracking or panel separation due to seasonal humidity changes.

Environmentally Intelligent
No old growth timber is harvested for the manufacture of our molded panel door skins. Instead, by-products from sawmill operations (within 100 miles of the manufacturing facility) are collected and used to produce the panels. Molded panels are a composite produced by mixing — and then compressing — wood fiber and a resinous binder. The fibrous materials are 50% recycled wood waste, by weight. This binder contains no urea-formaldehyde. Molded panel doors (including cores and internal stiles, rails and blocking) contain a significant amount of recycled materials. This amount varies depending on the cores and internal components used. On a hollow core door, where door skins typically comprise 75% of the weight, the overall recycled content — by weight — is conservatively estimated at 35%. Contact your Lynden Door representative for the full range of GreenDor™ attributes that may be applied to Molded High Density Fiberboard doors.

Superior Value
Compelling design and customization opportunity at a significant value versus solid wood doors.
Many Lynden Door products may be ordered with attributes from the GreenDor™ line. This supports green building under the following disciplines:

- **Health** – No VOC factory finishes, No Added Urine Formaldehyde (NAUF) components
- **Resource Conservation** – Reduced timber consumption
- **Forest Management** – Ensuring the wood in Lynden Doors comes from well managed forests
- **LEED™** – Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design

* GreenDor™ attributes are also applicable to LEED for Homes, the National Green Building Standard™, Regional and North American homes, building commissioning programs (such as D4H Green)*
Building on Quality

Lynden Door thrives in many ways, including:

- **Factory Finishing**
- **Machining**
- **Craftsmanship**

Lynden Door adds value in many ways, including:

- **Building on Quality**
- **Unique**
- **Sustainable**

**Lynden Door** is SFI Chain of Custody certified and an excellent choice for builders, architects, and designers who wish to incorporate sustainably harvested wood into their projects.

**Sizing Notes:**

- Custom sizing is optionally available beyond the standard sizes shown here, however some restrictions apply – please contact your Lynden Door representative for details.

**Quality Control:**

- Lynden Door is a leader in quality control and ensures that every door meets the highest standards of integrity, responsiveness, and reliability.

Lynden Door's expertise in custom and scheduled orders, coupled with their commitment to quality and innovation, makes them a preferred choice for architects, designers, and builders who value excellence in craftsmanship and reliability.

** lynden door sizing chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Passage Doors Bifold Doors</th>
<th>Cashal Smooth 8'</th>
<th>Caiman Smooth 8'</th>
<th>Cremona Smooth 8'</th>
<th>Classique Textured</th>
<th>Coventry Smooth</th>
<th>Coventry Textured</th>
<th>Natural Textured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lynden Door Districts:**

- **District 1:** (516) 612-9550
- **District 2:** (815) 725-2600
- **District 3:** (920) 752-4700
- **District 4:** (815) 725-2600

**Lynden Door’s Commitment:**

Lynden Door is committed to delivering the highest quality products and services to our customers. We are dedicated to exceeding industry standards and providing exceptional customer service.

**Lynden Door’s Mission:**

Lynden Door is dedicated to building a company that is committed to quality, service, and reliability. We are committed to providing superior products and services to our customers, and we strive to exceed industry standards in every aspect of our business.
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